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Over the last five decades, artist and filmmaker Lynn Hershman Leeson has been internationally
acclaimed as the most influential media artist of our time. Her pioneering use of new technologies and
her investigations of issues that are now recognized as key to the working of our society: identity in a
time of consumerism, privacy in an era of surveillance, interfacing of humans and machines, and the
relationship between real and virtual worlds. She made six feature films: Strange Culture, Teknolust,
Conceiving Ada, ! Women Art Revolution - A Secret History, The Electronic Diary, and Tania Libre, which
are in worldwide distribution. A substantial publication on her work was awarded one of the ten best art
books by the New York Times in 2016, and her book Antibodies was awarded one of the ten best art
books of 2019 by The New York Times and Art News.
In this conversation, Lynn talks to Adriana Blidaru about the transformation of her practice over the
years, touching on some of her earliest works such as Roberta Breitmore (1973-79) and The Electronic
Diaries (1984-2019), as well as on some of her most recent projects involving ambitious scientific
experiments with world-renowned scientists and cutting-edge technologies. They talk about the
process of converting and preserving her life's work into DNA and about the process of creating
antibodies used to treat cancer patients. She also talks about her latest project for her upcoming survey
exhibition at the New Museum (July 2021), curated by Margot Norton.

You have pioneered so many different mediums: I wonder
what is your working and your research process like. Do you have a kind of
consistent medium that directs your work towards all these other ways of
expression?
Adriana Blidaru:

L ynn Hershman Leeson: Not really, but I do go back to drawing a lot in
between projects, or to figure out how something works. It's more like an
interest in ideas and in the things that are going on. So my interests - which
for a long time have been about genetics and DNA - dictate the form that
the projects will take. Like: what's the best way to say this? Can you say it
better in a film? Can you see it better through a drawing? Or as a sculpture?
It's also about trying new things, and putting things together because
everything seems to be a collage.
AB:

Your project, Roberta Breitmore (1973-79), incorporates performance,

topics of surveillance, and identity. You created and acted as Roberta for
seven years, constructing her identity from scratch: she had a bank account
and credit, a driver's license, and a therapist. And you documented her
actions, her look, her clothes, and her paperwork trails throughout this time.
Roberta represented a kind of portrayal of the single white woman living in
the 1970s in the Bay A rea. Through this work you depicted identity as a
cultural artifact: she was a voyeuristic construction derived from her
surroundings. But after 7 years, the project reached its end, and you decided
to exorcise Roberta instead of simply killing or silencing her. Why was that?
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